NEBULA AND 48SOFTWARE
COMPANY BROCHURE

About The Group
1.

The Nebula group was founded by CEO
Daniel Nel in 1997. Over the course of
its operations to date, the group has
developed a reputation for expertise in
the telecommunications management
space.

2.
Today,
the
Nebula
group
operates with one clear vision:
to simplify high performance.

3.

With Nebula placing a focus on
Telecoms expense management,
and 48Software on agile cloud
development, the group is able
to play a pivotal role in
optimising the performance
of
any prospective client.

5.
Another challenge faced by
clients are long backlogs and
wish lists that cannot always be
completed in time. The reality is
that there are only so many
hours in a day, and businesses
need their resources to support
their core existing environment.

4.
The Nebula team is a leading
innovator in the telecoms
expense management (TEM)
space and is the ideal partner for
any company looking to better
manage and optimise the
performance and productivity of
their telecoms ecosystem.

6.

7.

This is where 48Software comes
in.
The
48Software
team
delivers
on
high
impact
requests in a manner that is
than
traditional development methods.
They
the
highest
quality
technology, methodology and
skills.
The Nebula group’s highly skilled,
Microsoft Gold accredited agile cloud
development teams use the optimum
combination of custom-developed and
Microsoft Azure PaaS components to
implement robust software solutions
to boost the performance of clients.

Why Work For Us
To us, this means promoting
a T-shaped approach to
personal development that
will set you apart from the
crowd.

We use high-spec
hardware, work flexible
hours and have a
casual dress code.

At the Nebula group, we disapprove
of dullness. This means that we are
always innovating, ever dynamic, and
are therefore consistently developing
products that surpass our client’s
needs and expectations.

Someone who is T-shaped gains broad knowledge
through being part of a well-balanced team, but is
an expert in specific, specialised areas determined
by their own interests and preference.

We believe in the
potential of individuals
and that one should not
simply fill a mould.

As part of the Nebula or 48Software team, you are
encouraged to develop your own position and skillset in a
direction that best suits you as a developer, while still being
able to support your team with any task that may come
around.

Culture
Mutual growth and collaboration are at the core of the
Nebula group culture. No employee is a cog in a machine.
Rather, every individual is valued as a unique member of
a compact, diverse and dynamic team.
We work together, learn together and laugh together,
all while being encouraged to develop individual and
specialised skillsets that will ultimately set one apart
from the crowd.
Ask questions, be ready for some agile thinking, explore
new avenues and enjoy the journey.
Just remember to make time for coffee breaks.

What Our Employees Are Saying
“At Nebula and 48Software, one decides how much
they grow. The leaderships team is always looking
to give new, exciting opportunities to people who
want to learn new skills. And it’s always done with
trust and unconditional support.”

What Our Employees Are Saying
“We are always trying to see what we can do to stay ahead
of the game. As a team we are constantly discussing new
trends and innovations that may provide opportunities for
new developments. It’s a truly dynamic and exciting place
for a developer.”

The Recruitment Process
1. First Impressions – This is an opportunity for us to get to know you and for you to
see what Nebula and 48Software are all about. Nothing too stressful, we just want to
see that your goals align with our vision.

2. Getting Technical – This is where you get a chance to show us your skills. You will
also meet some members from both the Nebula and 48Software teams and have an
opportunity to pick their brains. We know you’re good - now you just need to show us what
we can learn from you.

3. Meet the Boss Man – If we think that you would be a good fit for the 48Software or
Nebula team, it’s time for you to meet CEO Daniel Nel and CTO Andre Witte. This is the
final stage of the recruitment process.

We look forward to having you join us on the journey to
simplifying high performance for our clients. Ask questions,
keep on learning and most importantly, avoid dullness.

